ABSTRACT
Background

24
Microorganisms play an important role in virtually all of the Earth's ecosystems, and are critical for 25 the health of humans [1] , plants, and animals. Most microbes, however, cannot be easily grown in a 26 laboratory [2] . The analysis of organismal DNA sequences obtained directly from an environmental 27 sample (a field termed metagenomics), enables the study of microorganisms that are not easily 28 cultured. Metagenomic studies have exploded in recent years due to the increased availability of 29 inexpensive high-throughput sequencing technologies. For example, the MetaHIT consortium 30 generated about 500 billion raw sequences from 124 human gut samples in its initial analysis [3] , and 31 the Human Microbiome Project (HMP) has generated hundreds of reference microbial genomes and 32 thousands of whole metagenome sequence datasets from healthy subjects [4] . 33
34
The analysis of these vast amounts of data is complicated by the fact that reconstructing large 35 genomic segments from metagenomic reads is a formidable computational challenge. Even for single 36 organisms, the assembly of genome sequences from short reads is a complex task, primarily due to 37 ambiguities in the reconstruction that are caused by genomic repeats [5] . In addition, metagenomic 38 assemblers must be tolerant of non-uniform representation of genomes in a sample as well as of the 39 is comparable to that of de novo assemblers, sometimes lower (Supplementary Table 3) . 151
MetaCompass (without PILON) and Megahit were the only approaches that required <16GB of RAM 152 on a 100 million read dataset, highlighting the scalability of these methods to large datasets. 153
Reassembly of the data generated by the Human Microbiome Project (HMP2) 154
To further explore the benefits and limits of comparative approaches for metagenomic assembly, we 155 re-analyzed with MetaCompass 2,077 metagenomic samples from the HMP Project (ftp://public-156 ftp.hmpdacc.org/Illumina/PHASEII/). These samples cover 15 body sites from four broad regions of 157 the human body: oral, skin, stool, and vaginal. We compared the assemblies produced by 158
MetaCompass with the official IDBA-UD assemblies reported by the HMP project [35] . Note that 159 these assemblies were recently improved by Lloyd-Price et al.
[36] but we did not include them in 160 this study. Across all samples, on average, MetaCompass outperforms the HMP2 de novo approach, 161 leading to an overall better assembly of the original data (Table 3, Figure 4 ). However, the relative 162 performance of MetaCompass and the HMP2 assembly varied across body-sites due to the specific 163 characteristics of the microbial communities being reconstructed. While MetaCompass generates 164 more assembled sequence and complete marker genes across all body sites, the maximum contig size 165 and size at 1 Mbp metrics vary per body site. In oral and stool samples (Figure 4 ), MetaCompass 166 outperforms de novo assembly for all metrics. In skin and vaginal samples (Figure 4) , the de novo 167 approach has better contiguity statistics but MetaCompass assembles more complete marker genes. 168
To gain further insight into these results we calculated the average nucleotide identity between the de 169 novo assembled contigs and the recruited reference genomes for each body site. In all body sites, 170 except for oral, the assembled contigs had 99% average nucleotide identity to the reference genomes. 171
In the oral samples, the most distant reference genomes had only 97% identity to the assembled 172 contigs, indicating that at least in part, the lower effectiveness of MetaCompass is due to the absence 173 of a sufficiently closely related reference genome for some of the oral samples. 174
To further explore the drop in contiguity in skin and vaginal samples, we focused on just the contigs 176 that mapped to bacterial genomes contained in the reference database, allowing for a direct 177 comparison between MetaCompass and de novo contigs. The results shown in Table 4 indicate that 178 for this set of contigs, MetaCompass outperforms the de novo approach for the vaginal samples. 179 However, the de novo HMP2 assembly of the skin sample is still better in terms of complete genes 180 recovered, but equivalent to MetaCompass with respect to complete marker genes recovered (a 181 measure of assembly completeness). 182
Comparing reference-guided to de novo assembly on low-coverage HMP2 samples 183
To assess the ability of MetaCompass to assemble low-abundance organisms, we focused on all skin 184 HMP2 samples. The skin samples had the second lowest average number of reads while still 185 containing reasonable diversity and richness, as reported in Table 3 . We removed the contigs 186 assembled via de novo assembly from the MetaCompass output, collected the reference genomes that 187 were used, mapped the HMP2 contigs to these reference genomes, and then evaluated the number of 188 complete genes and complete marker genes in both. Compared to the HMP2 assembly, reference-189 guided assembly of these low coverage samples is able to reconstruct approximately 10% more 190 marker genes (4,423 versus 3,915) than the de novo approach, roughly equating to 10 additional 191 complete bacterial genomes in total. 192
193
We next searched for microbes that were present in the skin samples at relatively low coverage and 194 explored the differences between the reconstructions generated by the HMP2 project and 195
MetaCompass. Specifically, we identified a low coverage assembly of a Propionibacterium acnes 196 genome reconstructed by both MetaCompass and the HMP in sample SRS057083. The HMP2assembly covers less than 40% of the closest reference genome (NC_016516.1, Propionibacterium 198 acnes TypeIA2 P.acn33), while the MetaCompass assembly covers more than 90% of the same 199 genome. 200
Discussion
201
The benefit of comparative assembly is highly dependent on the reference genomes available in the 202 database provided to MetaCompass. While MetaCompass can effectively use reference genomes that 203 are distantly related to the genomes being assembled, the quality of the reconstruction is lower than 204 can be achieved with closely related reference sequences. As the set of genome sequences available 205 in public databases continues to increase, so will the effectiveness of reference-guided assembly 206 approaches such as MetaCompass. MetaCompass was on average lower than the assemblies produced by the HMP. This result could be 219 due to structural genome dynamics of bacterial defense systems commonly found in skin microbes 220 
Conclusion
239
We have described MetaCompass, a computational pipeline for comparative metagenomic assembly. 240
This novel method for metagenomic assembly leverages the increasing number of genome sequences 241 available in public databases. We have shown that comparative and de novo assemblies providecomplementary strengths, and that combining both approaches effectively improves the overall 243 assembly, providing a consistent increase in the quality of the assembly. Even when distant reference 244 genomes are recruited, MetaCompass is competitive with de novo genome assembly methods. These 245 results are due to two critical steps. First, reference bias is avoided by constructing the consensus 246 sequence from the reads within the sample, using the reference genome as just a guide, and by 247 breaking the assembly where the reads indicate a structural disagreement with the reference. Second, 248 unmapped reads are used in a de novo assembly process to reconstruct the sections of the 249 metagenomic sample that are not similar to known reference genomes. In summary, we believe that 250 reference-guided approaches such as MetaCompass, will increasingly replace the more 251 computationally expensive and error-prone de novo assembly approaches as the collection of 252 available reference genome sequences increases. end-to-end --quiet --all -p 12). The alignments are then filtered to keep ties of lowest edit distance foreach reads, allowing a read to be aligned in multiple locations similar to the best-strata option of 290
bowtie1. 291
Selecting a minimal reference set. In its simplest form, the comparative assembly approach involves 292 mapping the reads to a genome and using their relative placement within this genome to guide the 293 construction of contigs [23] . In the context of metagenomic data, however, this process is 294 complicated by the fact that individual reads may map to multiple reference genomes, some of which 295 are highly similar to each other. Adequately dealing with this ambiguity is critical for effective 296 assembly. If all read mappings are retained, allowing a read to be associated with multiple reference 297 genomes, the resulting assembly will be redundant, reconstructing multiple copies of the homologous 298 genomic regions. If for each read a random placement is selected from among the multiple 299 equivalent matches, none of the related genomes may recruit enough reads to allow assembly, 300 thereby leading to a fragmented reconstruction. Assigning reads to genomes according to their 301 estimated representation in the sample (determined, e.g., based on the number of reads uniquely 302 mapped to each genome), may bias the reconstruction towards the more divergent reference genomes, 303 which may lead to an overall poorer reconstruction of the genomic regions shared across related 304 genomes. Here we propose a parsimony-driven approach -identifying the minimal set of reference 305 genomes that explains all read alignments. 306
Formally, this problem can be framed as a set cover problem, an optimization problem which is NP-307 hard. To solve this problem, we use a greedy approximation algorithm, which iteratively picks the set 308 of genomes that covers the greatest number of unused reads. It can be shown that this greedy 309 algorithm is the best-possible polynomial time approximation algorithm for the set cover problem 310
[47].
Building contigs. Given a set of reference genomes, selected as described above, a set of shotgun 312 reads, and the alignment between each read and reference genome, the process of creating contigs is 313 straightforward. For each nucleotide in each reference genome, we look at the bases from the reads 314 that are mapped to each locus, and pick the variant (nucleotide or indel) with the highest depth of 315 coverage as the consensus and report it. Minimum depth of coverage and length for creating contigs 316 can be specified through the program command-line options. 317
Removing reference-bias with Pilon. Differences between the sequences being assembled and the 318 reference genome used by MetaCompass can degrade the performance of the comparative assembly 319 process. We employ Pilon [43] to "polish" the reference-guided assemblies, thereby changing the 320 consensus sequence to resemble the data in the sample rather than the reference genome. During this 321 process we also identify signatures of larger differences between the metagenomic sample and the 322 reference sequence, and break the assembly at those locations. 323
Combining reference-guided and de novo assembly. We employ the de novo assembler MEGAHIT 324 to assemble reads that were unable to be mapped back to the reference-guided assembly generated by 325
MetaCompass. These reads represent microbes that are missing from our reference database and 326 novel variants. This approach allows the final assembly to capture both reference and non-reference 327 sequences. We chose MEGAHIT because it is currently the most efficient de novo assembler for 328 metagenomics [48] . MEGAHIT is also the default assembly methods for the JGI metagenomic 329 pipeline [49] and performed well in a recent review [50] . 330
Gene prediction and marker gene detection. The genes were predicted in the contigs using 331
MetaGeneMark [51](v3.26) with the "MetaGeneMark_v1.mod" model parameter file and using the 332 option "-n" to remove partial genes containing long strings of "N". The completion status of thegenes (complete, lack 5', lack 3' and lack both) was defined by detecting all the common start codon 334 ("ATG", "TTG", "GTG") and stop codon ("TAA", "TAG", "TGA") of prokaryotic genes. 335
The 40 universal single copy marker proteins [52, 53] were identified in predicted genes using the 336 standalone version of fetchMG (v1.0) http://www.bork.embl.de/software/mOTU/) [46] . 337
MetaQuast validation parameters. The command used to run MetaQuast was: 'metaquast.py -R 338
./shakya_references --fragmented --gene-finding' 339
Synthetic metagenome assembly parameters. IDBA-UD requires a single fasta file that was 340 generated using the IDBA 'fq2fa --merge --filter' command. MEGAHIT was run using the options '--341 presets meta-sensitive --min-count 3 --min-contig-len 300 -t 12'. MetaSPAdes was run using the 342 options '--meta -t 12', then all contigs shorter than 300nt and with less than 3X coverage were 343 removed. IDBA-UD was run using the options '--min_count 3 --min_contig 300 --mink 20 --maxk 344 100 --num_threads 12'. MetaCompass was run using the options -m 
